
WORKOUT #1 
 
WARMUP: 
Work each exercise back-to-back, 30 seconds each, repeat warm up set 2 x through 
Overhead reverse lunges 
Squat to side crunch 
2x 
 
WORKOUT: 
Work each exercise 30 seconds, repeat set 2 x through before moving onto the next 
 
Set #1 
Negative squat, 3 seconds down, 1 second up, squeeze that booty at the top 
Squat pulses 
[Can add a resistance band above the knees for added challenge] 
2x 
 
Set #2 
Sumo squats with lateral raises 
Sumo squat hold with lateral raise hold, twist those wrists 
[Wide stance toes out. When squatting should feel a nice stretch in inner thighs] 
2x 
 
Set #3 
Squat curls 
Low squat hold with quick curls 
2x 
 
Set #4 
Bent over triceps extensions 
Bent over triceps ext. hold, twist those wrists 
2x 
 
Set #5 
Single/single/double scoops 
Scoop pulses 
2x 
 
 

Set #6 
Bridges with chest flys 
Pulse in high bridge, holding weights overhead 
[Can add a resistance band above the knees for added challenge] 
2x 
 
 



Set#7 
Single leg bridge with press 
Single leg bridge pulses 
[Can add a resistance band above the knees for added challenge] 
2x 
 
Set #8 
Single leg bridge with press on other side 
Single leg bridge pulses other side 
[Can add a resistance band above the knees for added challenge] 
2x 
 
Set #9 
Single leg bridge leg lifts 
Single leg bridge leg lifts other side 
[Can add a resistance band above the knees for added challenge] 
[Think slow and controlled with these leg lifts. This is an isolated core exercise 
with some added booty] 
2x 
 
Set #10 
Plank center/crossover/outside knee drives 
[Modify plank on knees or elevated as shown in video example] 
Lying down, side knee tuck to toe reach 
[30 seconds each side] 
2x 
 

WORKOUT #2 
 
Warm up: 
Work each exercise back-to-back, 30 seconds each, repeat warm up set 2 x through 
In & out jump to 6 punches [If jump is too taxing just squat in place, hold at the 
bottom, then add punches] 
Walking lunges with bicep curl 
2x 
 
WORKOUT: 
 
UPPER 
Work each exercise for 30 seconds back-to-back to back with no rest 
Complete 2 rounds total 
 
Low to high punches with a moving up and down squat 
Front to side bicep curls 
In & out-front raise hold to side lateral, palms up 
Front raise pulse 



Side lateral pulse  
2x 
 
STANDING SERIES MIXING UPPER/LOWER 
Work each exercise for 30 seconds back-to-back to back with no rest 
Complete 2 rounds total 
 
Balancing kick back with back row 
To pulse kick back and row 
Repeat on other side 
To side lunge hold with triceps extensions 
To lunge hold triceps extension pulses 
Repeat on other side 
To deadlifts 
2x 
 

BOOTY 
Work each exercise for 30 seconds back-to-back with no rest 
Complete 2 rounds total 
Add resistance band 
Starting on all 4’s 
 
Hit straight leg circles, both directions 
To same leg hamstring curl 
To same leg bent knee kickbacks, heel to ceiling 
To same leg fire hydrants 
REPEAT FULL SET ON OTHER SIDE 
 
CORE 
Work each exercise for 30 seconds back-to-back with no rest 
Complete 2 rounds total 
Modified bird dogs, 30 seconds each side 
Dead bugs, opposite arm/leg reach 
2x 
 
WORKOUT #3  
 
WARMUP 
Work each exercise back-to-back, 40 seconds each, repeat warm up set 2 x 
through 
Reverse lunge to squat jump, other side [modify squat jump by coming up onto the 
toes] 
Squat to elbow to knee tucks 
Elevated mountain climbers [fast or slow] 
 
***For all sets work each exercise for 40 seconds back-to-back with no rest 



Complete 2 rounds total 
 
SET #1 
Side lunge to standing lateral raise with knee drive 
Repeat on other side 
Squat to press [thrusters] 
2x 
 
SET #2 
Alternating snatch 
5 bicep curls, 1 negative 
2x 
 
SET #3 
Overhead triceps extensions, single/single/double 
To triceps overhead pulses 
2x 
 
SET #4 
Kneeling scoops  
To pulses 
2x 
 

SET #5 
Kneeling plank rows with kick backs 
To pulses 
Repeat on other side 
2x 
 
SET #6 
Straight leg kickbacks 
Rainbows 
Side to back kicks 
Repeat on other side 
2x 
 
CORE 
Lying down opposite elbow to knee to hand to toe reach 
Repeat on other side 
Oblique chops with one weight, legs tabletop 
2x 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

WORKOUT #4 
 
Work each exercise for 1 minute 
For single leg/arm moves, work each side for 30 seconds 
Repeat full set 3x through 
 
WARM UP  
Standing with weights overhead knee drives 
Weighted knee to elbow tucks 
3x 
 
SET #1 (If you don’t have a BOSU, you can use any elevated surface or just keep 
your heels to the mat) 
BOSU glute bridge to around the world 
BOSU glute bridge with fly 
BOSU single leg hip up with press, 30 seconds each side 
BOSU bridge hold to triceps extension 
Repeat 3x 
 

SET #2  
Kneeling plank to single arm back row to reverse fly, 30 seconds each side 
Elevated side plank hold, 30 seconds each side (If this is too challenging, drop one 
leg to the mat for support) 
Dead bugs 
Weighted hand to toe crunch, 30 seconds each side 
Weighted knee tuck to extend & reach 
Repeat 3x 
 
 


